
This document contains a variety of items that are extremely difficult to produce by hand, like
pages of text, microscopic playing/tarot cards, small maps, etc. Simply print and use! I have
roughly scaled everything to my own approximation, using 28mm as my general guideline.
Of course, that means a book is as a third as tall as an adult human, but I’m okay with that...
I don’t own a microscope. If all scrolls were 8.5 x 11, people probably wouldn’t need to roll
them up.

All images were grabbed off the internet, so resale or commercial use is highly discouraged.

This file is for personal use only.  All artwork is property of the original creators.

A gift for members of:
http://dmscraft.proboards.com

Tips:

- The blue text in the upper left corner of the next 2 pages
  is a recommendation. If you do not have card stock, you
  can also just print both pages on plain printer paper

- Inkjet ink can run, bleed, wipe off, etc. After gluing these
  items onto whatever surface they’re going to live on, apply
  a thin layer of pva/white glue or matte finish ModPodge, to
  help protect the delicate printer ink

- You could take one of the included
  “blank” pages and fold it into thirds
  (with the image on the outside), then
  “seal” the letter with a drop of red
  acrylic paint, to make that classic
  wax-sealed envelope look

- When printing, make sure no scale/fit setting is turned on
  (File was made at standard 8.5” x 11” letter size)

Enjoy!



Single Pages
(1cm sq.)

Double Pages
(2cm x 1cm)

Double
Illustrated

World Map
(Based off Pathfinder)

Map 2Map 1

Maps:
Can be hung on walls, rolled and placed on shelves, put
onto tables, etc

Book Pages:
Can be inserted into books, or single pages can
be used loose as scrolls, letters or other documents
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Playing/Fortune/Tarot Cards

This page should be printed on plain paper

(Cut cards apart. Guaranteed to make you go cross-eyed.)

Blank
Pages

Sheet
Music



Unique Covers Book Collections
(1cm, 2mm, 1cm) (Like encyclopedias, law books, etc)

This file is for personal use only.  All artwork is property of the original creators.

This page should be printed on card stock

Instructions:
1. Glue book covers (as one strip) onto 3 sides
of a popsicle stick. (Mine are 1cm x 2mm, which is what all the above art is sized to)

2. Lay popsicle stick on a cutting board. Between each book, press firmly straight down
with a razor blade until halfway through the wood.
Flip over and repeat until book is cut free.

Note: Regular straight razors work best. Scissors may split the wood.


